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CttAiTER ONE
INTRODUCT ION
TOWARD UNDERSTANDING THE SOVIET UNION presents a
unit of work at the upper secondary school level which will
aid In developing a basis for understanding the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics. It is not a defense of the
Soviet Union or the communist system in any political or
economic sense. Rather, its purpose is to suggest materials
for teaching in an area which has been relatively neglected
for many years.
Just if icat ion
An important outcome of the recent world conflict has
been the recognition of the amount of misinformation and the
deplorable lack of understanding of the Soviet Union on the
part of the American people. In fact, Corliss Lamont 1 has
said, "Misunderstanding and distrust between Soviet Russia
and the western democracies was a prime factor in bringing on
the Second V/orld War." Good American-Soviet relations are
1. Lamont, Corliss, "Soviet Russia in the School Curri-
culum," Harvard Educational Review
,
Volume 15, pp. 212-219,
May, 194FT
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2perhaps the most important cornerstone in the building of a
united world and a united humanity. But those relations will
not remain satisfactory without a mutual knowing and under-
standing.
Much of the lack of understanding and the misinforma-
tion about the Soviet Union is the direct result of our system
of education which has not in the past accepted its responsi-
bility for presenting complete and accurate data concerning a
nation covering the largest land area and supporting one of
1
the world’s largest populations. Lamont says further:
Students on the secondary school level have not
been getting even the elementary facts about the
Soviet Union, partly because inadequate time, or
no time at all, is given to that subject in the
curriculum and partly because what has been taught
is misinformation gleaned from hostile sources.
2
Howard E. Wilson makes substantially the same indictment of
the present status of our educational programs:
Among the most seriously neglected areas in our
school programs today is the Soviet Union, --an
undue amount of what is presented seems to be
inaccurate, incomplete, and biased: out of school
influences tend to provide much misinformation,
to be animated by prejudgments
.
The result is in our total educational program a considerable
1* Lamont, 0£. cit .
2. Wilson, Howard E.
,
"Preface," Meet the Soviet
Russians, Bulletin of the Harvard Graduate School of Educa-
tion, P* iii*
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amount of misinformation in our teaching about one of the
major powers of the world in which our pupils must live.
The present widespread misunderstanding with its ac-
companying accent on Russophobia poses a challenge which the
schools of America must accept. Only as American educators
recognize that study about the Soviet Union is a legitimate
aim of our school programs, one which has gone unnoticed or
sorely neglected in the past, will the American people come
to know the Soviet Union, not as a ’’bogey-man, " but as a
neighbor who can and must be understood.
The extent to which America as a nation can cooperate
effectively with the Soviet Union is dependent upon the amount
of accurate knowledge and information that the American people
have about that nation, "it is a matter of irony, then, that
while American and Russian diplomats seek common ground in
the solution of problems, the USSR is still ostracized as a
1
school subject in many of our classrooms." This paper is
one contribution toward teaching about the Soviet Union in
the schools as a means for laying the foundations® understand-
ing and the resultant building of better relations between
the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
1« Alilunas, Leo J. "It’s Time to Teach About Modern
Russia!," School and Society
,
Volume 52, pp. I1.27-I4.29,
December 2$7 19W*
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Scope of the Paper
The problem of understanding the Soviet Union is a
difficult one, having many facets. To treat all of them
fully is a task beyond the scope of this paper. The title
reads,
"
Toward Understanding the Soviet Union , " not Under-
standing the Soviet Union . This work is but one of a number
of approaches to the problem. It is not a complete course,
1
for as suggested by a recent writer, "There is no need for
separate courses on modern Russia at our various school
levels, for units can be worked out and fitted into the
framework of existing courses--." It is a unit for use in
existing courses in Social Studies at the upper secondary
school levels.
This unit is suggested for use in the upper grades of
the secondary school because of the level of difficulty of
most of the research materials available. There is no
adequate text book in print at the present time so that the
information must of necessity be obtained from the reading
of reference books, pamphlets, and other materials. At a
lower grade level, the work would be hindered by the amount
of time spent in developing the research technique.
The unit has been organized and constructed around
those topics which the writer deems to be most conducive
1* Alilunas, op. ci t
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to the development of those concepts and knowledges which are
basic to the understanding of the Soviet Union. The topics
included most nearly approach the suggestion of Marguerite A.
1
Stewart that we study other peoples "learning how their
backgrounds differ from ours, why they do things as they do,
where they have succeeded and where they have failed, and
most important of all, discovering in what directions they
are moving." Perhaps more than any other set of topics they
provide the clues as to what the Soviet Union is today.
This unit is not designed to fit as is into every
Social Studies course at the secondary level. Rather it has
been designed as a source of materials and suggestions around
which each teacher can build a unit on the Soviet Union which
fits his particular teaching-learning situation. Each indi-
vidual teacher must decide just what objectives he wishes to
meet in his teaching about Soviet Russia. Then he will find
in this unit material which will aid him in meeting those
stated objectives and will make possible the construction of
a unit adapted to the needs of the class and the amount of
time which can be allotted for study about the Soviet Union.
lo Stewart, Marguerite Ann. Land of the Soviets
,
Webster
Publishing Company, St. Louis, 1^^, p. 2.
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Terminology
Toward Understanding the Soviet Union has been written
in conformance with the principles of unit construction pro-
1
posed by Roy 0, Billett in Fundamentals of Secondary School
Teaching and in the course at Boston University entitled,
"The Unit Method in the Secondary School." For those un-
familiar with the particular technique employed, a definition
of terms is presented.
1# The "unit" is a brief statement, written in terse declara-
tive sentences, of the concepts and skills, attitudes and
abilities, which the teacher expects the pupils to attain*
It is the goal of the teacher during the time devoted to
the particular unit.
2. ihe "delimitation of the unit" is more definitive than
the statement of the unit. It is a series of concepts
and skills which are a breakdown of the broad concepts
of the unit. Each item in the delimitation represents
a statement of a lesser learning product which will be
the object of direct teaching during the course of the
unit. The delimitation is written in declarative sen-
tences and may be arranged in logical order since it is
never shown to the pupils.
1* Billett, Roy 0. , Fundamentals of Secondary School
Teaching, Houghton Mifflin Company, boston, 19li0, Part Three.
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3* "Indirect and incidental learning products" are statements
of learning which may take place during the experiences of
the unit even though the teacher does not make them the
direct object of instruction. They are not necessarily
primary learning products, but may consist of attitudes,
ideals or appreciations which occur in the nature of
by-products
.
I|. # The "unit assignment" is a general plan for pupil-teacher
activity which has been prepared by the teacher before
the unit is undertaken. It does not include all pupil-
teacher activity, but is flexible enough to allow the
addition or modification of activities in light of sub-
sequent events within the classroom or in the world
outside. The unit assignment is best arranged psycho-
logically as a series of problem-solving activities. It
should be written in a vocabulary familiar to the pupils
and instructions for procedure and introduction should
be clearly stated.
5* "Optional related activities" should be optional and should
be related. Pupils should be free to engage in those of
their own choosing and all optional activities should con-
tribute an increment to the major learning products.
These activities should be many and varied. They serve
to provide for individual differences in aptitudes and
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abilities and are carried on with the approval and under
the guidance of the teacher. Each optional related acti-
vity should be recorded on a three by five file card and
kept in a place easily accessible to all the pupils.
6. The "study and activity guide" is the means by which *he
laboratory period of teacher-pupil activity is carried on.
It enables the teacher to spread his guidance and direc-
tion over all the individuals and groups. A well-planned
study and activity guide will eliminate the necessity for
continued interruption of the work in progress. The guide
sheet should be duplicated by some means and a copy should
be given to each pupil during the introduction to the unit*
Unnecessary bulk should be avoided in the guide sheet by
preparing special study and activity guides for those
phases of the work requiring more detailed instruction.
Listing the optional related activities by title only in
the guide sheet or on the bulletin board will also help
to cut down the bulk of the study and activity guide.
7. A teacher constructed and standardized objective test
should be a part of each unit. It is one of the best
means of estimating pupil growth and providing a picture
of pupil achievement and progress. The test should be
diagnostic, so constructed that several test items measure
achievement in terms of each item of the delimitation.
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Explanation of Codes
In order to avoid repetition of the names of books,
pamphlets and articles towhich the teacher desires to call
the attention of the pupils, a simple code can be worked out.
The code used in this unit is a familiar one. The first num-
ber which is followed by a colon (:) represents the book or
pamphlet which is found in the reference list for pupils fol-
lowing the optional related activities. This is followed by
the numbered pages of the book; the dash (-) between the
page numbers signifies that the related materials may be
obtained on all of these pages and a comma (,) signifies
separate pages. A semicolon (;) indicates the end of the
reference to be found in any one book. For example, (5:78-
814
.
, 95; 7 : 119 -152 ) means that information on this problem
may be found on pages seventy-eight to eighty-four and page
ninety-three in reference number five; and on pages one
hundred nineteen to one hundred thirty-two of reference
number seven
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CHAPTER TWO
THE UNIT
General Statement of the Unit
For many years, the majority of the American people
have been uninformed concerning the Union of Soviet Socialist
Fepublics. This despite the fact that the Soviet Union is one
of their closest neighbors; less than five miles of op°n
water separating Alaska from Siberia. Since the Soviet Union
is one of the two major powers in the world today, it is un-
pardonable that the people of the United States persist in
their ignorance. If she is to maintain her democratic society
in this postwar world, it is imperative that the United States
have a citizenry intelligent about the Soviet Union as a
basis for attempts at cooperation with her.
Delimitation of the Unit
1. The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is less than thirty
years old. It may be considered to be still in the experi-
mental stages of its life as a nation.
2. The U.S.S.R. covers a vast expanse of territory (nearly
one-sixth of the land area of the earth) and it has a
great range of climate and topography.
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3* The soil found in the Soviet Union includes rich black
farmlands, desert, marshland, and frozen tundra.
I4.. The agricultural products of the Soviet Union vary greatly.
5 . Essentially, the Soviet Union is a vast plain and the
mountain ranges are not important barriers.
6. A considerable amount of the land area is marshland. It
is of no value for agriculture and causes transportation
difficulties.
7. Natural resources abound in the Soviet Union. They are
important both for variety and size of deposit.
8. The physical formation of a large part of the boundary of
v
the country has had an important bearing on its history,
because, due to the lack of natural protection, it has
been open to frequent invasion, a fact which has required
a strong central government for purposes of protection.
9* The U.S.8.R. is rich in inland waterways. Its half a
million rivers, large and small, have played an important
part in the transportation and communication system.
10. Geographical obstacles to the Soviet^ development and
trade which have affected her history have been her lack
of icefree ports and the fact that her rivers empty into
inland seas or the icebound Arctic.
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11. The people of the Soviet Union present a complex pattern
of cultural progress and ethnic strains.
12. Within the Soviet Union are some 189 national groups each
with its own language and customs.
13* The Slavs form the chief ethnic strain and number about
three-fourths of the population.
lip. Of special note is the fact that about two-thirds of the
population is under thirty.
15* Present day Russia had its beginnings in the settlement
of Slavs in Central Europe. Kiev was the first important
Russian center.
16 • The rulers of Kiev were influenced by Byzantium and
introduced Christianity and the Byzantine culture to the
Russian people.
17. The Mongol hordes swept through the country in the
thirteenth century and ruled with an iron hand.
18. As the grip of the Mongols relaxed the princes of Moscow
became strong enough to finally throw off the Mongol yoke
and Moscow emerged as the leader of Russia.
19. Under successive Tsars the country remained backward with
with its face toward the East instead of the progressive
West
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20. Peter the Great introduced Western methods and culture
and great strides forward were taken.
21. Throughout Russian history the peasant has been poor,
illiterate, and downtrodden under the heel of the church
and the nobility.
22. Vast amounts of wealth and nearly all the land were in
the hands of the nobility and the church.
25.
The religion of Russia was that of the Greek Orthodox
Church and after the fall of Byzantium, Russia assumed
the spiritual leadership of the Church.
2k. The Reforms of l86l purported to liberate the serfs.
25* Russian cultural life made great strides in the latter
half of the nineteenth century.
26. The situation in Russia was unique at the turn of the
twentieth century and presented an excellent opportunity
for implementing doctrines of Marx and Lenin.
27. The Revolution of 1905, caused chiefly by the failure of
the war with Japan, resulted in the establishment of the
Duma, a representative body in the government.
28 However, the election laws were rigged to favor the pro-
government representatives, and on those occasions when
the Duma went against the will of the Tsar, it was dissolv d
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29* The hardships suffered by the people, the loss of terri-
tory, and the defeat of the army in World War I touched
off a revolt, causing the abdication of Tsar Nicholas II
and the establishment of a provisional government in
March 1917*
30. This provisional government of moderates headed by Kerensky,
staggered through the summer and early fall, but was over-
thrown by the Bolsheviks led by Lenin in November 1917*
31* Lenin* s version of the Marxian theory formed the basis of
the political, social and economic program of the new
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
32. Following the successful completion of the civil war, the
New Economic Policy (NEP) offered relief from some of the
hardships of "War Communism." People were allowed to
sell goods for private profit and a class of small mer-
chants began to grow up.
J>k» The NEP caused trouble as it represented almost a return
to capitalism. As a result, the first of the Five-Year
plans was launched in 1928.
35* Through these plans the Soviet Union was able to take
great strides in the development of her resources and the
establishment of heavy industry. However, great difficul-
ties were encountered and complete success was not achieved.
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3 6 . The struggle for the collectivization of agriculture was
long and bitter and resulted in the death of exile of
the Kulaks.
37 • The Cornmunif&g) Party numbers less than two per cent of the
population. It is the only party allowed and it controls
all responsible positions in the government.
38. The legislative function of government is vested in a
bicameral body called the Supreme Soviet. Executive
functione are carried on by commissions or commissariats.
39* Women are equal with men under the law and work in even
the heaviest industries.
I4.O. The program of education is for all peoples, old and
young, and has resulted in very great decreases in the
level of illiteracy.
1+1. The cultural contributions of all national groups are
welcomed and each is encouraged to develop its own
literature, art, and music.
1+2 . Religion is once again tolerated in the Soviet Union and
the churches are thronged on holy days.
1+3 • Situated on the trade route between the Scandinavian
countries and Constantinople, the tribes of what came to
be known as Russia came under the influence of the Norse-
men who first organized them.
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III}.* The Norsemen applied the name "Russ” to these tribes and
the country later became "Russia."
A ruler of Kiev first organized Russia into principalities
over each of which one of his sons ruled.
Ip6. Gradually these princes began to fight among themselves
for power and prestige. This internal bickering made them
helpless in the face of the Mongol invasion.
1+7 • Catherine the Great expanded and consolidated the empire
through wars and treaties.
ij.8. The death of Lenin in 1J2J brought into focus the struggle
between Stalin and Trotsky for the position of his suc-
cessor. Stalin, with his belief that Communism could
succeed in one country, alone, won out.
I4.9 • The Soviet Union is larger than the combined areas of the
United States, Central America, Canada and Alaska.
50. It is nearly three times the area of the United States
and forty times the area of France.
51. Within the Soviet Union are all kinds of climate except
tropical and because of its continental position, away
from the tempering influence of the oceans, the winters
are colder and the summers hotter than those of western
Europe in the same latitudes.
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52* Geographically, the country may be divided into six or
eight general regions such as: European and Central
Russia, Caucasus and Transcausus, Soviet Siberia, Far
East, Urals, Soviet Arctic*
53 • Stalin as a young man studied for the priesthood. Because
of conditions there he left and became a revolutionist*
5U* Stalin^ activities against the Tsarist regime caused him
to be a hunted man. When captured he was jailed and then
exiled.
55* It was during his years in the underground that he first
met Lenin. Their first meeting grew into a strong friend-
ship and Stalin eventually succeeded Lenin as the leader
of the Communist party.
56. The Russification policy of the Tsars was the chief object
of Stalin*s early revolutionary efforts. He became the
Commissar for Nationalities in the new Soviet government*
Here he laid the foundations for the present enlightened
policy toward nationalities in the Soviet Union.
57* The keys to an understanding of the present U.S.S.R. are
to be found in a study of the conditions of pre-revolu-
tionary Russia.
58 . Class distinctions have in theory been dissolved in the
Soviet Union. However, there is class distinction along
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party lines, members as against nonmerabers.
59* The character of the Revolution has changed through the
years.
A. One evidence of this is to be found in the dress
of the leaders and officials. During the first
years of the Revolution, the leaders dressed in old
clothes and went unshaven. At the present time,
the leaders of the government in many cases wear
resplendent uniforms.
B. Lenin*s theory of "equality of compensation" has
given way to a system of special bonuses and privi-
leges for different classes of workers and for varying
production.
Co Lenin believed that mankind was divided along hori-
zontal lines and worked for the exaltation of class
loyalties and the rejection of national loyalties.
This has been supplanted by a new Soviet nationalism
which was hastened and strengthened by World War II.
60. Education has undergone great changes since pre-revolu-
tionary Russia.
61. Under the Tsars education was for the nobility.
62. Education in the new Soviet state was characterized in
the early stages by experimentalism.
A. Teacher had no disciplinary authority.
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B. Children ran school to suit themselves,
C, Marks and examinations were abolished.
D, No teaching was done by subjects.
E. Incidental instruction and learning came through
projects.
63* This policy v/as scrapped in the early 30*
s
and under the
present educational program:
A. Strict discipline is now the watchward.
B. Marks and examinations are in force again,
C. The teacher is in full authority and may expel unruly
pupils.
D* Instruction is by subj ect--religion and classical
languages omitted,
614-. The Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R., which is the central
governing agency, consists of a Soviet of Nationalities
(elected representatives of national groups) and a Soviet
of the Union (one representative for each 30°>000 people)*
*
65* Laws are passed by a majority of both houses and all other
branches of government are responsible to them.
66. The Presidium or Executive Committee is elected by the
Supreme Soviet to carry on the function of the Supreme
Soviet between sessions.
67# Executive and administrative powers are vested in the
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Council of People’s Commissars apnointed by the Supreme
Soviet.
68 . Justice is vested in a Supreme Court and Chief Prosecutor
of State Attorney. Both are elected by and responsible to
the Supreme Soviet.
69 . The Soviet Supreme Court does not have the power to rule on
the constitutionality of laws which the U.S. Supreme Court
has.
70. The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is organized into
Union Republics, Autonomous Republics, Autonomous Regions
and National Districts varying in the amount of self-
government.
71. The structure of the central government in these divisions
is patterned after that of the central government of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics except that the Soviets
are unicameral.
72. The final authority in these areas lies in the Soviets of
Working Peoples Deputies "elected on the basis of universal,
direct and equal suffrage by secret ballot."
73. Each Union Republic and Autonomous Republic has its own
constitution, governing units, and language.
7k* In February Ijkbt the Union Republics were granted the
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right to send diplomats to foreign nations and maintain
their own array formations.
75* War Communism during 1917-1920 was characterized by a
completely rationed and equalized economy. There was
complete government control of economy, rationing of
all goods on the lowest subsistence level, equalization of
pay and seizure of all grain above the minimum needed
by peasant families.
7 6 . The New Economic Policy instituted in 1921 aimed at
stimulating a revival in industry, trade and agriculture.
77* Under its general provisions the unlimited seizure of
grain was replaced by a fixed tax and the peasants were
allowed to sell any surplus above the tax in the open
market
.
78 . Private trading and manufacturing were allowed.
79* The government maintained control over banks, foreign
trade, large key industries and natural resources, '^he
government also sponsored a nationwide project for
electrification.
80# In support of the NEP, trade unions were organized in
state-controlled industries and the workers were urged
to increase their output so that socialism might grow.
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Consumers* and producers* cooperatives were established
aiming at orientation to collectivist theories and prac-
tices.
81. The decision was taken in 1925 to convert the Soviet economy
into one predominantly industrial as being necessary for
defense and necessary^ to produce the abundance of goods
needed for the success of the communist system.
82. The First Five-Year Plan put into operation in 1928 had as
its objectives:
A. The introduction of modern technology.
B. An increase in the defense capacity of the country.
C. The transformation of the country from an agrarian to
an industrial economy.
D. The elimination of all capitalist elements.
E. The building up of a socialized heavy industry.
F. The collectivization of agriculture.
85* The program was hampered by the lack of foreign capital,
resistance to the collectivization of agriculture, serious
food shortages, and the necessity for exporting of foodstuffs
to pay for imports of machinery.
8i4_. A most serious handicap was the worker’s unfamiliar ity with
machinery.
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85 . Important results of the First Five-Year Plan were:
A. The establishment of heavy industries.
B. Doubling of industrial output.
C. Collectivization to a degree.
D. Expansion east of the Urals.
E. Introduction of universal, free elementary education.
F. Reduction of illiteracy.
0. Great advances in transportation.
H. Free public health program.
86. Because of the success attending the First Five-Year Plan
the Second was undertaken with enthusiasm. It aimed at:
A. The elimination of all elements of capitalism.
B. Education of the workers toward a classless socialist
society.
.C. Continued industrial expansion.
D. The utilization of the industrial expansion under the
First Plan for the Y/orkers ’ benefit.
E. The collectivization of agriculture.
87 . The results of the Second Five-Year Plan ( 195^-1938) showed
that tremendous advances had been made in industry and
agrilulture t
A. Increased output of industry.
B. Complete socialization of industry (99*58^)
•
C. Agriculture 93^ collectivized.
D. Labor productivity doubled as compared with 1929 .
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88. The Third Five-Year Plan had for its objective the expan-
sion of production of consumers’ goods necessary to the
ultimate establishment of Communism.
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List of References for Teacher f s Use Only
1. Brown, Arthur Judson* Russia In Transformation, Fleming
H. Revell Company, New ¥ork, I9 I7
2. Fediaevsky, Vera and Hill, Patty Smith. Nursery School
and Parent Education in Soviet Russia
,
E. P. Dutton
and Company, Inc . New York",
3 . Harper, Samuel N. Government of the Soviet Union , D. Van
Nostrand Company, Inc
. ,
New York, 1938
.
I4.. Johnson, Hewlett. The Secret of Sov iet Strength , Inter-
national Publishers, New York, 1^1+3
5 . King, Beatrice. Changing Man; The Education System of
* the U.S.R., The Viking Press, New York, T757
6 . Pares, Bernard. A History of Russia
,
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc*
New York, 19M-J-
7. Sorokin, Pitirira A. Russia and the United States , E. P.
Dutton and Co., Inc., New York,
8 . Strong, Anna Louise. This Soviet World
,
Henry Holt and
Company, New YorF] 1936
9 * Utley, Freda. The Dream We Lost , John Day Company, New
York, I9I4.O
10. Webb, Beatrice and Sidney. Soviet Communism, A New
Civilization, 2 volumes"] Charles Scribner's 80ns,
New York,T938
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List of Probable Indirect and Incidental Learning Products
1. Through the effort to understand Communism and the Soviet
way of life there should develop a better understanding
and appreciation of our own democracy.
2. Increased skill in the use of bibliographies and reference
materials.
3 . Improvement in ability to use maps and charts.
I4.. A knowledge of the development of the Calendar through
the ages.
5 . Continued development of the language skill, both oral
and written.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE UNIT ASSIGNMENT
Introducing Activities
A discussion of events taking place in the meetings of
the Security Council and the General Assembly of the United
Nations will give rise to questions as to why the United States
and the Soviet Union differ on so many topics. What factors
influence the foreign policy of the U.S.S.R? Can we answer
these questions by studying about the country?
The meeting of the Big Four Foreign Ministers offers a
similar approach to the unit.
News items and feature stories appearing daily in the
newspapers present many psychological openings for introducing
a discussion of the need for learning more about the Soviet
Union.
The filmstrip The U.S.S.R . could well be used as an
introductory activity. The showing should be accompanied by
a guide sheet for each pupil. Suitable teacher comments could
raise questions and problems for study as a preliminary to
passing out the mimeographed general study and activity guide.
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For Individual Study and Investigation
1, What geographic features have played an important part in
determining the course of Russian history?
(9:768; 5:11-14; 14:7-9; 2:4648)
2. Compare the area of the Soviet Union with that of the
United States. The range of climate.
(9:7,8; 6:3-6; 15:12-15: 1^2-7 ; 1:37-143; 2:39-1*1)
3* Has the Soviet Union also been a "melting pot?" In what
ways? What peoples are represented there?
(9:15-18; 13:12-1^; 6 : 3 -6 ; 18:12-23; 15 : 10-12; 2 : 1*8 - 614.)
I4. Why is the word "Republics" in U. S.S.R. plural?
(114:149-230); 12:2; 13:14-5; 9:31; 18:214.-55)
5* What advantages has the U. S.S.R. for agriculture? Industry?
(8*63-64; 14:2-7; 10:43-66; 15:38; 12:3-4, 8-14; 9:9-11;
8:107-113; 2:41-46)
6. Show how transportation difficulties have affected the
progress of the country in many ways.
(12:6; 9:8; 18:54-47; 17:31-55; 7:125-142)
7« Of what significance is the fact that nearly two-thirds
of the people are under thirty? (9:18-19)
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8. Be prepared to discuss the implications of the fact that
the Soviet experiment has been in effect for only thirty
years*
9* What factors led to the growth of Kiev as the first im-
portant Russian center? (ll|: 12-18; 10:68-72, 80-81)
10* List the effects which the close proximity of Byzantium
( Constantinople) had upon Russia.
(111.: 19; 10:75-80, 105-106; 11:35-1^; 16:155-160)
11. How did the Mongol invasion bring about the ascendancy of
Moscow as the leading Russian city?
(10:28-50, 83-86, 90-9U; ltl+-5; ll:Ul--50, 5I4.-6I4-)
12. In what ways did Peter the Great attempt to bring Russia
under the influence of the Western civilization?
(10:106-120; 1:8; ll:6l|.-80; li|_;23-23 ; 10:36-59? 2:29-32)
13* Indicate the extent to which Catherine the Great expanded
and consolidated the empire. (10:117-118; 1:9? 11:80-89)
lip. What has been the status of the serfs throughout Russian
history? What attempts have been made to improve their
lot? Were they truly liberated in l86l?
(10 5120-1214., 127-lJl; 1:7,9,15: 11:50-51; (5:27-32;
2:65-78)
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15. Under what conditions was Christianity introduced into
Russia? To what extent did the Church come under the
control of the State? Read to check on claims that the
Church was corrupt and oppressed the poor*
(17:21^-25; ll+:l8-19; 10:75-80, 92
-9^; 9:21; 15:79-80)
16* Why did the Industrial Revolution not occur in Russia till
late in the nineteenth century? ( 17 : 15 -18 ; 1 : 17 -19 )
17* What was the most important outcome of the Revolution of
1905 ? Was its effect lasting?
(10:158-114.0; 1:22-24; 14:24-27 ; 9:21; 15:52-55)
18. Be able to discuss or identify: Bolshevik, Menshevik,
Duma, Lenin, Marx, Trotsky, Stalin, Kerensky, War Com-
munism, NEP, Molotov.
19 . Why was the Provisional Government overthrown? What were
the differences in policy between the Provisional Govern-
ment and the Bolsheviks?
(6:17-25; 5:14-20, 26-50, 57-50; 14:28-57; 10:l4l-l45;
17:37-70; 1:28-51; 5:27-90, 451-U57; 15:17-18; 15:55-38;
9:21-22; 2:75-85)
20. What was the reaction of foreign governments and dispos-
sssed classes to the new Soviet government?
(5:51-64; 14:514.-35; I0:i45-i47; 17:70-90; i:3i-35; 3:ii5-
290; 15:18; 15:38-1+0; 9:22)
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21. Why was the NEP instituted and how far did it represent a
return to capitalism?
(6:25-29; k:25-2l+; 5:65-7^, 117-126; 17:90-91; 1:55-57;
5:96-115; 15:19; 13:42-44;.)
hou»
22. What are the Five-Year Plans? Show Athey were designed to
meet the economic objectives of the Soviet government.
(6:65-74; 8:78-96, 97-107, 113-173, 179-182; 4:13-20;
5:l47-l64; 18:100-107, 119-11*2; 17:105-117; 7:whole book;
15:19-25; 15-14-52; 9 : Lj.2 -LpS ; 2:159-185
25 . Explain the meaning of each of the words in the title Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics.
2lp. How is the federal government of the U.S.S.R. organized?
How elected? What is meant by the terra "dictatorship of
the proletariat?"
(9:50^1+; 15:65-69; 15:214.-55; 6:96-110; ip: 6-15 ; 18:81-99,
119-166; 17:93-98; 2:150-158)
25 . What is the function of the trade unions in industry?
How are workers paid? What social benefits do the workers
obtain over and above wages?
(9:42-48, 50-515 15:19, 36-49; 13 ; 17-26; 6:62-95; 8:173-179;
4:13-23; 5:137-142; 2:108-109
26. What difficulties were encountered in the attempt to
collectivize agriculture? How is it organized at present?
(15:19-20; 13:53-64; 6:4o-6i; 4:25-51; 5:177-197; 108-118)

27 . Describe the present educational program in the U.S.S.R.
for children, for adults?
(13:75-77; 15:50-55; 9:51; 8:191-201+; 18: 181-187; 2:106-108
28. What is the attitude of the Soviet government toward public
health 0 What provisions are made?
(13:77-78; 15:55-58; 18:187-195)
29 . Discuss the role of the press in the Soviet Union.
Identify "izvestia," "Red Star," "Pravda."
( 15 : 6^-67 ; 18 : 2014.-208 )
30. What rights and duties have the people according to the
1936 constitution?
(9:5l|.-56; 15:69-75; 15:29-55; 8:502-510; 2:1^5-150)
31* "Women in the U.S.S.R. are accorded ecual rights with men
in all spheres of economic, state, cultural, social, and
political life." What is the position of women in Soviet
Russia? How is the family life affected?
(6:126-137; 8:185-190, 215-236; 5:232-214.0; 18 : 167-180
;
2:1014.-105)
32. What are the evidences of cultural advances in the Soviet
Union? What is the place of art, literature, and music?
(6:115-118; 8:295-302; 17:98-102; l:Chapter XII; 2:110-111)
35* How has the Soviet State reacted to religion? What is her
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attitude at present?
(6:156-162; 8:510-520; 5 :75 - 814.; 18:209-219; 2:100-101*.)
5l+ • By whom were the tribes in what was later called Russia
first organi7ed? Whence the name "Russians?”
(it: 17-19; 10:68-72, 73 -75 )
55 * How did the "city-states" function under the leadership of
Kiev?
(1^:18-19; 10:80-81)
56. What were the causes of the downfall of these principalities
and their easy conquest by the Mongols?
(Il: 55-t3 )
57 * ln what ways did Catherine the Great expand and consolidate
the Russian Empire? With whom did she wage war or conclude
treatie s?
(lt: 22 -25 ; 10 : 12t-127 )
58. What evidences can you find of the struggle between Stalin
and Trotsky for supremacy prior to the death of Lenin?
What strategic position did Stalin gain which enabled him
to force Trotsky into exile?
(5:96-106, 107-116; il|.: 55 -37 ; 10: 1I4.7-1I4.9; 1:62-80, 89-98;
5 : 565 -566 ? 2:125-151)
59 . If Trotsky had been successful, how would the conduct of
the Soviet Union have differed, if at all, from its policies
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under the leadership of Stalin?
40* The U.S.S.R. contains nearly one-sixth of the land area of
the world. How does it compare with the area of the United
States, France, Australia, North America?
(12:1; 9:7; 5:11-14; 13:7; 14:2-7; 6:3-6; 8:63-64)
41. What effect has the continental position of most of the
Soviet Union have upon its climate? What is the range
of climate of the U.S.S.R.?
(15:12; 9:8-42; 1:37-43)
42. Into what general geographic regions can you divide the
Soviet Union? What advantages or disadvantages has each
of these regions for industry and agriculture?
(12:3-4, 8:14; 15:12-15; 9:10-11; 14:49-230; 2:40-41)
43. How was the industrial and agricultural expansion east of
the Urals a decisive factor in the victory over Germany in
World War II?
(12:10; 15:13; 18:119-132; 8:137-140)
44. What important events during Stalin* s youth caused him to
become a revolutionary? How did he fare against the
Tsarist Police?
(5:75-84; 107-116; 18:70-80; 14:38-41, 45-46; 1:89-93;
(6:36-38; 2:117-123)
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45. Can you find any clues to the present nationalities
policy of the Soviet government from a study of Stalin’s
activities and writings as a revolutionary? What was the
first position he held in the Soviet government?
(5:107-116, 165-176; 14:41-45, 46-48; 8:249-257, 288-292
2:123-125, 131-138)
46. Does membership in the Communist Party bring with it any
advantages to the individual?
(4:6-8, 10-12; 8:88-94, 95-99; 17:96-98; 1:62-80; 3:359-
363; 6:96-104; 2:145-150)
47. William Henry Chamberlin (2) has characterized the
Communist Party as a ’’combination Rotary club and National
Association of Manufacturers.” 7/hat factors led him to
3uch a description? Does it accurately describe the
Party at the present time?
(17:85-87; 6:110-114; 2:139-145)
48. Contrast the dress of present day Party leaders and
Soviet officials with that of the leadersof the revolution
in 1917 and 1918. Does this suggest a change in the
character of the Revolution?
49. Do all workers in the Soviet receive the same compensation?
What differential, if any, is allowed?
(4:20-23; 18:150-155; 13:21-26; 15:42; 2 : 96-100, 108-109)
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50 , What changes in the educational policies and program have
taken place during the existence of the USSR? Is there
universal, free public education?
(19:181-187; 6:118-125; 8: 191-201*.; 13:75-77; 2:106-108)
51 * Of what does the Supreme Soviet consist? How are its
members chosen?
(4:6-13; 18:81-86; 6:104-110; 15:65-75; 9:30-31; 19*22-26;
15 : 2^-25 , 27; 2 : 152 -154 )
52 . What are the powers and duties of the Supreme Soviet? How
are its functions carried on when it is not in session?
(l8 : 9l+-99 ; 17 : 93 -9^; 15:65-66; <9 : 30 ; 19:l*.l-73; 155 21*.)
53 • What types of laws has the Soviet Supreme Court declared
unconstitutional?
( 6 : 145 -155 ; 8:302-310; 13:66; 9 13U-56 ; 15:28)
54 - How are the central governments in the Onion Republics
Autonomous Republics, Autonomous Regions, and National
districts organized?
(13:67-68; 9 : 31 -33 ; 15:28)
55 * What was the policy called "War Communism" which was in
effect during the period 1917 - 1920 ? Why was such a policy
necessary? What were its effects upon the country?
(15:18; 9:22; Ij. : 23 -2i*. ; 5 : 53 - 61*., 65-69; 10: ll*i*.-li*.5; 17:
7?
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56 * In what ways did the New Economic Policy of 1921 differ
from War Communism? Was this policy successful in meeting
the needs for which it was designed?
(15:19: 13 :42 -43 ; 4 : 24-26; 5 : 69 -74 , 111 - 126 ; 17 : 90 -91 ;
6 : 28 -29 )
57 . What reasons were advanced for converting the Soviet
economy into one predominantly industrial?
(15:19; 9:45; 4:13-14; 5:147-152; 19:100-102; 6:29-36;
8:78-80, 82 -84 )
58. How did the government react to the activities of the
"NEP men?”
59. What were the objectives of the First Five-Year Plan?
How long did it take to complete? What were the results?
(15:19-20,- 9 : 14.2 -48 ; 19:1311.-1565 13 : 44-48 , 51-52, 53 -64 ;
4 - 14 - 19 , 20-23; 5 - 137 -145 , 152-155; 18:102-107, 108-110;
17 : 103 -117 ; 6 : 62 -74 )
60 . What were some of the difficulties which hampered the
successful completion of this program?
(15:20; 13 : 14-9 - 51 , 5^-60 ; 4:19-20; 25-31 ; 5 : 127 -136 , 174-
187 ; 18 : 140 -142 ; 8 : 80 -82 )
61. How did the Second Five-Year plan succeed in meeting each
of its objectives?
(15:21; 19:172-188; 13 :48 -49 ; 5 : 156 -164 , 200 -204 ; 18:119-
132, 133-159; 8:125-133, 137-173)
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62 . World War II cut short the Third Five-Year Plan. What
was its original objective? In what ways has the neces-
sary shift to war industries affected the well-being of
^he people and the success of the Communist system?
(15:22-23; 5 : 254-263 ; 14 : 231 -2*4-6 ? 7:1*4-3-162, 173-182;
12:22, 14.9)
63. How is the actual planning for the Five-Year Plans accom-
plished? Who does the planning 9 Who is responsible for
carrying it out?
(I4.5il4.-16; 18:102-107; 5:152-15*4-; 17:103-117; 7:1-17; 6:29-
30; 8:814.-96; 13:51-52; 9 1 *4-2 -*4-3 ; 15: 37 -*4-2)
6I4.. What reasons can you find to support the Soviet drive
collectivization of agriculture? Consider the periods
of War Communism and the New Economic Policy for clues.
(4:25-21*.; 6:65-69, 127-156, 177-178; 4 :42 -48 ; 6:4.0-41;
13 : 27 -40 , 55 - 55 )
65 » What was the approach of the Soviet government to this
problem?
(4:25 -26; 5:179-187; 18:110-118; 8:125-133; 2: 17I4.-I85)
66. Who were the "Kulaks?" How was their resistance to col-
lectivization eliminated?
(4:24-25; 12:55-56)
67. In what ways do collective farms differ from stat9 farms?
(I4.: 26 -2-7 , 30; 6:l4l4--*4-6, 56-58 , 85 -88 ; 15: *4.2-144.)
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68 . Are the peasants on the collective farms allowed any per-
sonal property?
(6:14-7-56; 15:59; 9:45; 15:45-44; 2:96-100)
69. How long a period of time was necessary to complete the
collectivization of agriculture? What difficulties werd
encountered in the process?
(14:50-51; 5:188, 197; 7:119-121;; 15:57-60)
70. How did the peasants react to the collectivization policies
of the government?
(5:27-29; 6:103-119; 5:42-44, 58-61; 12:56-58, 61-64)
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Optional Related Activities
bo
Each of the optional related activities should be en-
tered on a three by five card and kept in a file readily ac-
cessible to all the pupils. A complete list of the optional
activities related to the unit being studied should be posted,
in brief, on the bulletin board. When the pupil finds an ac-
tivity in the list which interests him, he then goes to the
file and finds detailed instructions for the activity on the
three by five card. Pupils may obtain the approval of the
teacher for related activities of their own choosing.
1. One of the main objectives of the Soviet program of edu-
cation is to eliminate illiteracy. How much progress have
they made toward meeting this aim? Show by means of two
bar graphs the percentage of illiteracy in 19lU as compared
with the percentage of illiteracy in 1959 *
2. Have you ever seen a motion picture made in the Soviet
Union such as Ivan the Terrible ? Be prepared to describe
it to the class and to compare or contrast it with American-
made films.
3 . Who are the foremost Russian composers? Prepare a program
of recordings of their works. Tell the class briefly about
the life of the composer of each piece of music played.
1+. Imagine that you are a Soviet boy or girl of eighteen years
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of age. Show in diary form what your educational experi-
ences have been. How would they differ from your school
life in America? You will find help in Changing Man: The
Education System of the U.S.S.R . by Beatrice King.
Make a collection of clippings from magazines and news-
papers, if available, to show how Soviet women have con-
tributed to victory in World War II. These should be
mounted or placed in a folder for use by other members of
the class. It is important that the date and source of
each clipping be included.
Collect a set of pictures showing how Soviet women con-
tributed to victory in World War II. Perhaps you could
plan an exhibit of these pictures.
On the outline map provided, indicate the main geographic
divisions of the U.S.S.R. Also show the chief arteries of
transportation.
On an outline map, indicate the geographical distribution
of the main resources of the U.S.S.R. On the same map and
using a key, locate the principal old centers of industry
and the principal new centers of development.
On an outline map, locate the principal centers of agri-
cultural production of such products as grain, sugar,
cotton, livestock, and any others you find that are
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10« Prepare a large chart for use in class discussion on which
you describe the conditions in Russia on the eve of the
revolution under four headings: economic, social, poli-
tical, military. Form a committee of three to work on
this activity. The items should be in letters large
enough to be read from the back of the room. Perhaps
large sheets of brown wrapping paper would serve to write
on. Check your plans with the teacher after your com-
mittee has met.
11* Prepare a chart or charts for use in class discussion
indicating the objectives of the Soviet government in the
Five-Year Plans? Can they be divided along economic,
social, military and political lines?
12. Write a paper to be read to the whole class discussing
"War Communism” and why it was necessary. This should
probably be not over one thousand words in length.
13 . Prepare a paper in which you contrast the nationalities
policy of the Soviet Government with the treatment of
Non-Russian parts of the Empire under the T2ars. Keep your
discussion brief if possible.
3J4.* Prepare a discussion to be read to the class on popular
participation in government operation in the Soviet Union
and its effect as a check on bureaucratic tendencies.
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What part do the local Soviets play?
k3
15. Arrange for a panel discussion by five or six people on
the extent of the existence of the ’’four freedoms" in the
U.S.S.R. Your English teacher will help you with the
mechanics of the panel discussion, plan it to take not
more than twenty to twenty-five minutes.
16. Write a paper discussing the wage system of the Soviet
Union. Are there any incentives to individual work and
what means, if any, to advancement are there? How much
freedom is allowed the worker in the choice of his job?
17 . 'Tie poorly developed transportation system was a severe
handicap to the development and progress of the Tsarist
Empire. How have the Soviets worked to overcome this
problem? How successfully did the Soviet transportation
system meet the test of World War II? Set forth your
views as a basis for class discussion.
18. Ask another pupil to work with you on a discussion which
compares and contrasts the organization of agriculture
with that of industry. Perhaps you will each explain the
organization of one topic. Or you may prepare charts and
a lecture on the topic. These are just suggestions, use
your ingenuity in preparing an interesting report.
19 . Describe the present organization for education in the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Be prepared to lead
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the class discussion on the pre-school, primary and seconda-
ry education, middle education, higher education.
20. What is the role of the press and the radio in the Soviet
society? How much freedom have they? To what extent is
their material government sponsored and controlled?
Prepare a report to be read to the class.
21. Show by means of a graph or chart the resources of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the eve of World
War II. Use the ' headings : Industry, Agriculture, Manpower,
and Military Power.
22. ^ake an imaginary trip from Leningrad to Vladivostok.
Write a diary of your trip telling the cities through
which you passed, what you saw in the way of vegetation,
agriculture and industry. Also note any changes in the
customs and dress of the people you passed.
23 . On an outline map of the U.S.S.R. indicate the sixteen
Union Republics. In each one place a sketch to illustrate
the chief occupation of the people of that area.
Ii
'
2l±. Make a series of sketches or cartoons picturing the events
of the Revolution during 1$17«
23« Prepare a travel folder to interest tourists in traveling
through the Soviet Union. Make a series of sketches
illustrating the folder showing those places and things
which the traveler would be likely to visit on his journey.
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26 . Arrange an exhibit of dolls attired in the costumes of the
various nationalities found in the Union of Soviet Social-
ist Republics. Perhaps you can arrange them in a series
of family groups or in village scenes.
27 . Write a script for a radio program based on major events
in the history of the Soviet Union since 1917* This
might take the form of a series of news broadcasts or com-
mentaries. Or it might combine the news broadcast with
brief skits dramatizing the events. Try to find better
suggestions for the form of the script. You will probably
need to form a committee to help you with this activity.
28. Write a playlet around the life of some character important
in Russian history or in the history of the Soviet Union.
Ivan the Terrible, Peter the Great, Catherine the Great,
Lenin, Stalin are possible suggestions. Many other figures
will lend themselves to such treatment. These can be
group or individual activities and many people may work
on different characters.
29 . Make a map showing the expansion of the Soviet Union from
July, 1939, to the present time. Indicate also those
countries which are in the so-called "Soviet sphere of
influence." Helpful reference will be found in Stembridge,
An Atlas of the U.S.S.R . (12), and in current newspapers
and periodicals
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30. Show on an outline map of the U.S.S.R., using different
colors, the extent of the transportation facilities in
19ll|., prior to World War I, and their extent in I9I4.O,
before the Nazi invasion of the U.S.S.R.
31. Construct a graph showing the percentage of the nearly two
hundred million people who belong to the nine largest
nationality groups and also the total percentage belonging
to the remaining one hundred eighty nationality groups.
32 . Form a committee of three to construct a time-line depict-
ing the outstanding events in Russian history from 862 A.D.
to 1917* You may draw it on the widest blackboard space or
it can be made on strips of paper which can be pasted to-
gether on the blackboard.
33. Form a committee of two to construct a time-line depicting
the important events in the history of the Soviet Union
from 1917 to the present time. This will be done twice.
The first time it will be drawn to the same scale as the
time-line of Russian history and will be added to it.
The second edition will be on a scale large^nough to show
clearly the important events of the last thirty years.
3l|.. Construct on 12” x 18” drawing paper a graph to indicate
the comparison of Soviet production with that of the rest
of the world, 1929- 191^2 . ( 8 : 92 )
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35* Construct a graph or pictogram on 12” x 18" drawing paper
to show the physical volume of industrial output in the
U.S.S.R. and in the capitalist world, 1913-1937* (8:139)
3 6. On 12" x 18” drawing paper construct a graph showing the
growth of state and cooperative retail trade, 1935 - 19 ^4-2 .
(8:176)
37* Prepare a cartoon history of the Soviet Union depicting
your impression of the major events since 1917 * use
India ink to make the finished cartoons permanent.
38. Make a graph on large size, 12” x 18", drawing paper
showing the index of wages in the Soviet Union from 1929
to 1937* (8:177)
39* Reproduce for use in class discussion the graph showing
the growing economic independence of the U.S.S.R. as of
1937 in comparison with 1915 * (9s^6)
I4.O . Prepare a group for a panel discussion of the topic:
"is the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics a dictator-
ship in the same sense of the word as Nazi Germany?" Plan
to limit the discussion within a twenty minute period*
Your English teacher will help you with the techniques of
1
the panel discussion.
Ipl. Prepare a diagram for use in class discussion showing the
organization of the Five-Year Plan. (8:88)
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14.2 * On large size paper or on the blackboard construct a
diagram showing the Soviet Electoral System. ( I4. * 1
1
;
15 : 27 )
I4.3. Write a short biography of Lenin, Stalin, Peter the Great
or any other character in Russian history who interests
you. Show how his influence has affected the course of
historical events.
LpLp . On 12" x 18" drawing paper construct a graph which will
compare the national income of the U.S.S.R. in 1915 with
that in 1938 . ( 8 : 1?8 )
I4.5. The Soviet government has established a program of uni-
versal free public education. Compare the number of
children in school in 1918 with the number in school in
1958« This should be done on 12" x 18" paper. (8:191+)
Ip6 . Industry in the Soviet Union is financed by the government
and not by privat® capital. Prepare a diagram for class
discussion showing the flow of money in the U.S.S.R.
(18:157)
I4.7 . Many polls are being conducted by various agencies on
numerous different topics. Organize a group to make a
poll in the school or community on topics relating to
the Soviet Union. Ask fact and opinion questions v/hich
will cover a broad area. Be sure that your sample is a
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true cross-section of the population. Be prepared to
present a report of your results to the class. (Refer to
polls made by the American Institute of Public Opinion.)
14.8. Prepare a short written summary on the topic: "Pugachev
and the great serf revolt of 1775 •" Show the conditions
which caused the revolt and how the life of the peasant
was affected after the revolt was crushed.
14.9. Discuss the implications of the topic: "Russia is not a
country, it is a world." What are the facts on which such
a statement is based? Prepare a report showing the truth
of the statement.
50. Make an oral report on the topic: "Leningrad: the Window
to the West." Trace the development of Leningrad from the
time of Peter the Great. Has it caused the influx of
Western civilization which Peter envisaged?
1. The Soviet Government has made great strides in its efforts
to reduce the percentage of illiteracy in the U.S.S.R.
Show by means of a graph the number of libraries for
general use in I91I+ and in 1958* (9*55) Construct the
graph on 12" x 18" drawing paper.
52. In order to aid the class in understanding the organiza-
tion of the Soviet Government, make a diagram on 12" x 18"
drawing paper. ( 9 : 52 )
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53 • Prepare a pictograph showing comparative production in the
U.S.S.R. in the year 1913 and the year 1939* (12:5) Use
12” x 18” drawing paper.
5^. Make an oral report on the topic: ’’Conditions of Peasant
life Under the Tsars.” Indicate the conditions which were
contributing factors to the Revolution of 1917*
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List of Reading for Pupils
1. Chamberlin, William Henry. Soviet Russia; A Living
Record and a History
,
Little, Brown and Company, Boston,
1930
2.
,
The Russian Enigma
,
Charles Scribner's
Sons, New York, 19^4-3
3. , The Russian Revolution 1917-3.921 >
Volume two. The MacMillan Company, New York, 1935
14.* Dean, Vera Micheles. Soviet Russia; 1917-1935 » Foreign
Policy Association, New York, 1933
3. Duranty, Walter. U.S.S.R., The Story of Soviet Russia ,
J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, 19I4J4.
6. Eddy, Sherwood. The Challenge of Russia , Farrar and
Rinehart, New York, 193 1
7. Ilin, Max. New Russia's Primer , Houghton-Mifflin Company,
Boston, 1931
8. Johnson, Hewlett. The Soviet Power: The Socialist
Sixth of the World . International Publishers, New York,
1940
9. Meet the Soviet Russians , Bulletin of the Harvard
Graduate School of Education, I9U+
10. Nazaroff, Alexander. The Land of the Russian People
,
J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, I9I4I4.
11. Nowak, Frank. Medieval Slavdom and the Rise of Russia ,
Boston University
School of Education
Library ^
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Henry Holt and Company, New York, 1930
12. Stembridge, Jasper H. An Atlas of the U.S.S.R ., Oxford
University Press, New York, I9I42
13* Stewart, Marguerite Ann. Land of the Soviets
.
Webster
Publishing Company, St. Louis, 19^2
ll+. Strong, Anna Louise. Peoples of the U.S.S.R.
,
The
MacMillan Company, New York, 19I+I4-
15* The Soviet Union Today : An Outline Study,
American Russian Institute, New York, 19^4-3
16. Van Loon, Hendrik Willem. The Arts
,
Simon and Schuster,
New York, 1937
17. Vernadsky, George. Russian Revolution 1917-1931
Henry Holt and Company, New York, 1932
18. Williams, Albert Fhys. The Russians, The Land, The
People, And Why They Fight
,
Harcourt, Brace and Company,
New York, 19^3
19# Williams, Albert Rhys. The Soviets , Harcourt, Brace and
Company, New York, 1937

Supplementary Reference and Reading Materials
Books
1. Bourke-White, Margaret* Shooting the Russian War
,
Simon
and Schuster, New York, 191+2
2. Cressey, George B* Asia f s Land and People, Me Graw-Fill
Book Company, Inc*, New York, I9I+I+
3* Curie, Eve* Journey Among Warriors , Doubleday, Doran
and Company, Inc*, New York, I9I+5
[4.* Davies, Joseph E. Mission to Moscow , Simon and Schuster,
New .York, 191+2
3* Felson, Gregor. Struggle Is Our Brother , E. P* Dutton
and Company, Inc., New York, 191+5
6. Graebner, Walter. Round Trip to Russia , J. B. Lippin-
cott Company, New York, 19^5
7. '"Grossman, Vassili. No Beautiful Nights , Soviet Russia
Today, New York, 191+1+
8. Ludwig, Emil. Stalin , G. P. Putnam’s and Sons, New York,
19k2
9» Marie, Grand Duchess of Russia. Education of a Princess ,
Blue Ribbon Books, Inc., New York, 1950
10. Mikhailov, Nicholas. Land of the Soviets, A Handbook of
the U « S. S. R . . Lee Furman, Inc*, New York, 1959
11. Papanin, Ivan. Life On An Ice Floe , Julian Messner, Inc.,
New York, 1959

5k
12. Willkie, Wendell L* One World
,
Simon and Schuster*, New
York, 19^3*
Pamphlets
1. Constitution of the U.S.S.R * National Council of Ameri-
can-Soviet Friendship, New York
2. Dean, Vera Micheles. Russia at War, Foreign Policy As-
3* Family of Nations: The Soviet Union. National Council
of American-Soviet Friendship, New York
Ij.. Maurer, Rose* Soviet Health Care in Peace and War
,
American Russian Institute, New York, 19^3
5* Smith, Edwin Co Organized Labor in the Soviet Union ,
National Council of American-Soviet Friendship, New York,
1* Information Bui 1”*- In. Embassy of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, V/ashington, D.C.
2. LIFE Magazine. March 29
,
19I4.3
3* Survey Graphic . February, I9U4-, Survey Associates, 112
East 19th St., New York
Maps
1* Goodall, George. Soviet Russia In Maps
,
Denoyer-Geppert
Company, Chicago, Illinois, 19^4-2
sociation. New York, 19^4-2
I9k3
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2* Map of the U.S*S*R«
,
Pour colors, 28xl|i4., Soviet Russia
Today, New York
3* Outline Map of the U*S*S«R * Committee on Education of the
National Council of American-Soviet Friendship, New York
lj.» The World Island, Esso, General Drafting Company,
Inc*, 21 West Street, New York
Movies and Filmstrips
1. Battle of Russia (90 minutes, sound, Y.M.C.A.
)
2. Red Republic (1 reel, sound. Vagabond Adventure Series)
3* Siberia (2 reels, silent, Eastman)
i4.« Soviet School Child (2 reels, sound, British Information
Service)
5* The U,S*S»R« (Filmstrip, distributed by Public Affairs
Films
)

CHAPTER FOUR
ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Part One, True -False
If the statement is true place a plus sign ( + ) in the
parentheses. If it is false place a minus sign (-) in the
parentheses
.
( ) 1. The rivers of Russia have been great highways of
commerce.
( ) 2. Platinum is a worthless metal produced in the U.S.S.R.
( ) The populations of the Soviet Union and the United
States are just about equal.
( ) The Arctic Circle passes through a part of the Soviet
Union.
( ) 5* The U.S.S.R. covers nearly 1/5 of the land area of
the globe.
( ) $. The U.S.§.R. is one of the oldest forms of govern-
ment still in existence.
( ) 7* The mountain ranges of the Soviet Union are great
barriers to transportation.
( ) 8. The agricultural products of the U.S.S.R. are of a
great variety.
( ) 9* The richest agricultural land is found in the Ukraine.
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( ) 10. Industry in the Soviet Union is hampered greatly
by the lack of natural resources*
( ) 11. The U.S.S.R. is larger than the combined area of
continental United States, Canada, Alaska, and Central
America.
( ) 12. Within the Soviet Union are I89 recognized national
groups
.
( ) 13 . The Slavs form 93^ of the total population.
( ) 1I4.. The fact that nearly l/2 of the people of the Soviet
Union are over I4.5 years of age is very important.
( ) 15* Moscow was the first important city in Russian
history
.
( ) l6. Christianity was introduced into Russia by Peter the
Great.
( ) 17 • The Mongol invasion was important because it brought
Russia under the influence of Byzantium.
( ) 18. Peter the Great introduced Western methods and cul-
ture into Russia.
( ) 19 . Under the Tsars the peasants held many favored
positions
.
( ) 20. The Church in Russia held much land and was very
wealthy.
( ) 21. The Reforms of l86l set the nobility free from the
power of the Church.
( ) 22. The Industrial Revolution took place in Russia near
the close of the 19th century.
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( ) 23 .
( ) 2k.
( ) 25 .
( ) 26 .
( ) 27 .
( ) 28 .
( ) 29.
( ) 50 .
( ) 51 .
( ) 32 .
( ) 33 -
( ) 3k.
( ) 35 .
( ) 36 .
( ) 37 .
The Duma was disbanded by the Tsar because of the
Revolution of 1905*
The Bolsheviks assassinated the Tsar and seized con-
trol of the government early in 1917*
Kerensky was the first President of the U.S.S.R.
Before it was well established the new government
engaged in a civil war against the "Whites”.
Lenin was the leader of the Communists during the
early years of the U.S.S.R.
NEP is used as an abbreviation for the Five-Year
Plans
.
The First Five-Year plan took six years to complete.
The peasants eagerly joined the collective farms
because they received a bonus from the government.
The rights and duties of a Soviet citizen are stated
in the constitution.
The Communist Party controls the government because
a majority of the population belongs to the Party.
The kindergartens are open only to the children of
government officials and plant managers.
Soviet workmen are encouraged to increase production
by means of bonuses and recognition.
Women work beside men in many industries.
Stalin was chbsen for President at the recent election.
The schools in the Soviet Union are closed to all
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pupils except those between the ages of 8 and 16
years
.
( ) 58. The Supreme Soviet is the highest court in the
U.S.S.R.
Part Two, Matching Type
For each of the statements in Column 1, indicate the
item in Column 11 to which it best applies by writing the
appropriate letter in the parentheses preceding the statement.
Column 1 Column 11
( ) 39 . Fought to obtain outlets to the a
.
Lenin
sea for his country b. Trotsky
( ) 1*0. Led a revolution by which, through c. Peter the
the use of the laboring classes Great
his party gained control of gov- c Marx
eminent, land and business e. Nicholas 11
( ) 1*1. Developed the theory that history
can be explained as the conflict be-
tween property owners and laborers
( ) 1*2. Changed his nation from a semi-Asi- a. Kerensky
atic state to a great European power b. Trotsky
( ) 1+5 . First President of the U.S.S.R* c. Peter the
( ) kk* Vied with Stalin for leadership of Great
the Party following the death of d. Stalm
.
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Lenin.
( ) U5 . Included most of present-day
Russia
( ) I4.6 . Greatly influenced early Russia
( ) 1*7 . Austria, Russia and Prussia
were members
( ) I4.8 . A council of workmen* s, peasants’,
and soldiers* deputies
( ) 1^9. Designed to industrialize and
collectivize Russian economy
( ) 50* A compromise between capitalist
and socialist methods of pro-
duction
( ) 51* Prior to the reign of Peter the
Great this was Russia’s only
outlet to the sea
( ) 52. The largest landlocked sea in
the world
( ) 53* Valuable coastlands on this sea
were secured by Russia through
e. Kalinin
a. Napoleonic Em-
pire
b. Byzantine Em-
pire
c. Mongol Empire
d. Ottoman Empire
e. Holy Roman Empire
a. Five-Year Plans
b. Soviet
c. New Economic
Policy
d. OGPU
e. Board of Peoples'
Commissars
a. Baltic Sea
b. Caspian Sea
c. Sea of Marmora
d. White Sea
e. Black Sea
victories over Sweden
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Part Three, Multiple Choice Type
For each of the following indicate the best answer by
writing the appropriate letter in the parentheses preceding
each statement.
( ) 5i|. 'Why was the Russian serf dissatisfied with the terms
of his emancipation?
a. He was compelled to devote a large part of his
time to military service
b. He was denied the rights of citizenship
c. He found it difficult to acquire land
d. He was compelled to pay a tax to the government
for his freedom
( ) 55* Upon coming to the throne Tsar Nicholas 11 was
determined:
a. To organize a Duma
b. To institute constitutional government
c. To Russify the non-Russian elements in his kingdom
d. To free the serfs
( ) The efforts of Peter the Great to obtain a ready
access to the sea for Russia were most successful
in the direction of the:
a. Baltic Sea
b. Black Sea
c. pacific Ocean
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do White Sea
57. The Russian Revolution of November 1917 succeeded
because
:
a. The Allied Powers favored the revolution
b* The Tsar was willing to abdicate
c. Kerensky was the ablest leader in Russia
d. The people were tired of the war
58 . Which of the following promises of the Bolsheviks
was least important in bringing them to power?
a. Peace
b. Control of industry by the workers
c. Division of land among the peasantry
d. Abolition of religion
59. Which of the following is the most accurate statement
of one of the goals of socialism?
a. Give everyone an eaual share of the total wealth
of the nation
b. Establish public ownership of the means of produc-
tion
c. Do away with wages and salaries
d. Abolish the private ownership of both real and
personal property
60 . What types of class differences are strongest in the
Soviet Union today?
a. Those based on wealth
b. Those based on birth
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Those based on religious affiliation
d. Those based on party membership
61. Which is not a characteristic of the present political
system in the U.S.S.R.?
a. Popular elections for members of local Soviets
b. Parties advocating various types of political
programs
c. Use of the secret ballot
d. A written constitution
62 . Which of these is the most serious obstacle to friend-
ship between the United States and the U.S.S.R. at
the present time?
a. Russia no longer needs to buy American-made goods
b. American businessmen fear the threat of Communism
c. The people of the two countries lack accurate in-
formation about each other
d. The two countries have a traditional record of
unfriendly relations
63 » The U.S.S.R. covers approximately what part of the
land area of the world?
a. 1/5
b. 1/6
c. 1/2
d. 2/5
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( ) 6i+ - The policy of the Soviet Union toward minority groups
is characterized by:
a. Attempts to Russify them
b. Expecting each group to be self-sufficient
c. Encouraging each group to contribute its cultural
advances to the other groups
d. Fostering distrust among the nationalities
( ) 6 5* Which of the following was not an aim of the Five-Year
plans ?
a. To bring Russia up to the industrial standards of
advanced capitalist countries
b. To free the country from dependence upon other
na ti ons
c. To organize Communist parties in all the capitalist
countries
d. To fortify the Soviet Union against war
Part Four, Yes -No Tijpe
Answer each of these questions with YES or NO in the
parentheses at the left.
( ) 66. Were the Russian serfs sold with the land prior to
1861 ?
( ) 67 • Were the peasants denied the courts used by the rest
of the population?
..
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) 68. Did the Tsar allow the Duma to operate without
interference?
) 69 . Was "War Communism" a successful economic policy?
) Did the NEP develop elements of capitalism?
) 71* Was the Collectivization program hindered by over-
enthusiasm?
) 72. Were the "Kulaks" the wealthier peasants?
) 73 . Do the Soviets regard the home and family as the
central agency for child care?
) According to the constitution are women prohibited
from voting?
) 75* At the present time are the Soviet Citizens allowed
to attend church?
) 76 . Are newspapers and periodicals more widely read in
the Soviet Union than in the United States?
) 77* Are the Soviet newspapers allowed to criticize the
general policies of the party?
) 78 . Is elementary education compulsory?
) 79 . Does the Soviet system make provisions for old-age
benefits or sick benefits?
) 80. Are all Soviet citizens members of the Communist
Party?
) 81. Is it true that 2/3 of the people are under thirty
years of age?
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Part Five, Completion Type
In the parentheses beside each statement place the lat-
ter of the phrase which best completes it.
( ) 82. The Ural mountains .
a. form an impassible barrier
b. are a low, eroded chain
c. separate the U.S.S.R. from Turkey
( ) 83 . The U.S.S.R. is potentially nearly a self-sufficient
nation
.
a. due to the wealth of her natural resources
b. because she is separated from the rest of Europe
c. for many of her ports are icebound
( ) 8I4.. The Supreme Soviet is •
a. the executive body of the U.S.S.R.
b. the highest court in the U.S.S.R.
c. the highest legislative authority in the U.S.S.R.
( ) 85* It is expected that each minority group in the
Soviet Union will
,
a. speak the Russian language
b. relinquish its cultural institutions
c. develop its own national culture
( ) 86. The foremost agricultural area is found in the
region.
a. steppe
b. Ukraine
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( ) 87 .
( ) 88 .
( ) 89.
( ) 90 .
In order to become a member of the Communist Party a
person must
•
a. be 25 years of age
b. be elected
c. own his own home
The leader of the Provisional government in 1917
was .
a. a mad monk
b. a Tsarist general
c. a member of the nobility
The Five-Year Plans were plans for
.
a. industrial reorganization
b. world wide revolution
c. educational programs
The official attitude of the Soviet government toward
religion is characterised by
•
a. encouraging all people to attend services
b. allowing those who desire to attend
c. active persecution of all religious organizations
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Part Six, Check Type
In the parentheses b^low, chick ( i/) those iters which
were characteristic of education during the early years of the
Soviet Union. Check only five.
( ) 91. The teacher was in complete authority and could expel
unruly pupils.
( ) 92. Instruction was by subject.
( ) 93 . Experimentalism was an important part of the program.
( ) 9 I4-. Marks and examinations were used.
( ) 95 . The children ran the school to suit themselves.
( ) 96 * Marks and examinations were abolished.
( ) 97 * Strict discipline was enforced.
( ) 98 * Religion and classical languages were omitted.
( ) 99. Instruction was incidental and learning came through
projects.
( ) 100. No teaching was done by subjects.
( ) 101. The teacher had no disciplinary authority.
In the parentheses below, check ( v/ ) those items which are
true regarding the area of the Soviet Union. Check only four.
( ) 102. It is nearly three times the area of continental
United States.
( ) 103 • It contains nearly 1/3 of the land area of the world.
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( ) lOlj.. The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is so ex-
tensive that it embraces all climatic zones except
tropical.
( ) 105* The continent of Australia is slightly larger than
the Soviet Union.
( ) 106. The Soviet Union is larger than the combined area
of the United States, Central America, Canada and
Alaska
.
( ) 107. France could be contained in the Soviet Union nearly
forty times.
( ) 108. Soviet Russia has the largest icefree coastline of
any country in the world.
( ) 109 . Included in the Soviet Union is nearly 2/5 of the
world’s land surface.
In the parentheses below, check ( v/
)
those items which were
characteristic of Soviet education following its reorganiza-
tion in the early 1950's. Check only five.
( ) 110. The teacher was in complete authority and could
expel unruly pupils.
( ) 111. Instruction was by subjects.
( ) 112. The teacher had no disciplinary authority.
( ) 115* No teaching was done by subjects.
( ) III4.. Religion and classical languages were omitted.
( ) 115* Instruction was incidental and learning came through
pro j ects
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( ) ll 6 . Experimentalism was an important part of the program.
( ) 117. Marks and examinations were used.
( ) 118. The children ran the school to suit themselves.
( ) 119» Marks and examinations were abolished.
( ) 120. Strict discipline was enforced.
In the parentheses below, check (>/) those items which describe
the policy of Yt'ar Communism. Check only four.
( ) 121. There was complete government control of the economy.
( ) 122. Individual free trading was encouraged.
( ) 123* Workers in heavy industry were encouraged in their
strikes for shorter hours and higher wages.
( ) 1214.. All goods were rationed on the lowest subsistence
level.
( ) 125. The level of pay for all workers was eoualized.
( ) 126. Farmers were urged to sell their grain on the free
market
.
( ) 127 . The army was mobilized to work on the farms through-
out the country.
( ) 128. The government seized all grain above the minimum
needed by the peasant families.
In the parentheses below, check {>/) those items which were in
effect under the New Economic Policy instituted in 1921. Check
only six.
( ) 129 . The government launched a nationwide program jfor
electrification
.
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( ) 130. The government seized all grain in payment of taxes.
( ) 131. Government control was maintained over banks, foreign
trade, large key industries and natural resources.
( ) 132 . Consumers’ and producers* cooperatives were estab-
lished .
( ) 133* Industrial trade unions were abolished because of
their interference with production.
( ) 13I4.. Private trading and manufacturing were allowed.
( ) 135. The unlimited seizure of grain was replaced by a
fixed tax.
( ) 136 . All goods were rationed at the lowest subsistence
level.
( ) 137 * Industry was suspended by the government until a
complete changeover from Tzarism to Communism was
acc ;mplished
.
( ) 138 . The ”NEP-men n were government officials charged with
administering the program.
( ) 139* Peasants were allowed to sell their grain on the open
market
.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A - - Key to Achievement Test
Part One. True-False
1
.
+
2
.
-
3
.
-
4 . +
5 . -
6 . -
7 . -
e. +
9 . +
10 . -
11 . +
12
.
+
13
.
-
14
.
-
15 . -
16 . -
17 . -
18 . +
19 . -
20 . +
21
.
-
22
.
+
v: i .a o , • - -
Key to Achievement Test - Continued
23. -
24. -
25. -
6
-
27. +
28. -
29. -
30. -
31. +
32. -
33. -
34. +
35. +
36. -
37. -
38. -
Part Two. Matching
39 . c
40. a
41. d
42. c
43. e
44. b
45.
c

Key to Achievement Test - continued46.
b
47. e
48. b
49. a
60 * C
51. d
52. b
53. a
Part Three. Multiple Choice.
54. c
55. c
56. a
57. d
58. d
59. b
60. d
61. b
62. c
63. b
64. c
65.
c
, V
Key to Achievement Test - continued
Part Four. Yes -No.
66. y
67. y
68. n
69 . n
70. y
71. y
72. y
73. y
74. n
75. y
76. y
77. n
78. y
79. y
80. n
81. y
Part Five. Completion.
82. b
83. a
84. c
85. c
86. b
87.
b

Key to Achievement Test - continued
89. a
90. b
Part S ix
.
91.
92.
93. v'
94.
95. v/
96. v/
97.
98. V/'
99.
100. v/'
101. n/'
102.
103.
104. v/
105.
106. V"
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
Check
112
. . r*
.
.
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continuedKey to Achievement Test -
113.
114.
115.
116.
117. vX
118.
119.
120. v''
121 . ^
122 .
123.
124. ^
125. ^
126.
127.
128.
129. v/-"
130.
131. v/"
132. ^
133.
134. ^
135. v/
136.
137
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Key to Achievement Test - Continued
138 .
139 .

APPENDIX B . List of Sources of Material on the Soviet Union
1. American Russian Institute, 58 Park Avenue, New York
A center for publications of interest to schools. A
library of factual naterials in both English and Russian.
2. Artkino Pictures, 725 Seventh Avenue, New York, 19,
New York
Source of 35 mm. films about the Soviet Union
3. Brandon Films, 1600 Broadway, New York
The one best source for films on the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics.
4. British Infornation Services, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York
Library of British films on the Soviet Union
5. East and West Association, 40 East 49th Street, New York
Bibliography and study of outline available; also lists
of naterials.
6. Embassy of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
3031 Gates Road N. W.
,
Washington 8, D. C.
Soviet Information Bulletin and other materials free
upon writ ten reque st
.
7. Four Continent Book Corporation, 253 Fifth Avenue, New York
Russian language publications
8. International Film Foundation, Inc., 1600 Broadway Suite
1000, New York
List of Julian Bryan Productions on the Soviet Union
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9.
Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.
,
Division of
Bibliography
Number 2516 contains selected recent references on the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
10. Massachusetts Council of American -Soviet Friendship
200 Newbury Street, Boston
Publications, information, bibliography
11. National Council of American-Soviet Friendship, Inc.
,
232 Madison Avenue, New York
Bibliographies, publications, exhibits, speakers'
bureau
12. Russian War Relief, 5 Cedar Street, New York
Publications, posters, and photographs available
13. Sovfoto, 11 West 42nd Street, New York
Largest collection of photographs about the Soviet Union
available
14. Soviet Russia Today , 114 East 32nd Street, New York
Monthly magazine of articles and illustrations of
Soviet life
15. United States Office of Education, Department of the
Interior, Information Exchange, Washington, D. C.
Loan for two-week period of materials in Packet ZXVGI-
The Soviet Union
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APPENDIX C . Selected Annotated Bibliography
1* Arnold, Arthur Z. Banks, Credit and Money In Soviet
Russia 3 Columbia University Press, 1937
Very detailed study of the operation of the financial
system of the Soviet Union.
2. Best, Harry. The Soviet Experiment , Richard R. Smith,
New York, 1941
History of Revolutionary period and subsequent develop-
ments in the Soviet Union.
3. Bourke-White, Margaret. Shooting the Russian War , Simon
and Schuster, New York, 1942.
Pictures aid narrative present an excellent description
of Russia at war.
4. Chamberlin, William Henry. Soviet Russia; A Living Record
and a History . Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1930
An objective, somewhat critical, summary of develop-
ments in the Soviet Union.
5. The Russian Enigma
,
Charles
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1943
An interpretation of developments under the Soviets.
6. The Russian Revolution, 1917-1921 ,
The MacMillan Company, New York, 1935
Very detailed history of developments during the period
of struggle attending the birth of the Soviet Union.
7. Constitution of the U.S.S.R . National Council of American-
Soviet Friendship, New York =====
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8. Cressey, George B. Asia *3 land and People , McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc., New York, 1944
Recommended study of the economic geography of Asia.
Richly illustrated with photographs and maps.
9. Curie, 3ve. Journey Among Warriors , Doubleday Doran
and Company, Inc., New York, 1943
Readable description of Russian and other fighting
fronts.
10. Davies, Joseph 2. Mission to Moscow , Simon and Schuster,
New York, 1942
A former U. S. Ambassador to the U.S.S.R. presents
extracts from personal papers and confidential reports
describing developments in the Soviet Union during
1936-38.
11. Davies, Raymond Arthur and Stieger, Andrew J. Soviet
Asia
,
The Dial Press, New York, 1942
A full account of the development of Soviet Asia and
Its increasing economic and political importance.
12. Dean, Vera Micheles. Soviet Russia: 1917-1935
,
Foreign
Policy Association, New York, 1933,
Description of developments in the Soviet Union by
one who has lived there.
13. Duranty, Walter. U.S.S.R., The Story of Soviet Russia ,
J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, 1944
A very readable and informative summary of events in
the Soviet Union to 1943.
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14. Eddy, Sherwood. The Challenge of Russia , Farrar and
Rinehart, New York, 1931
An extensive summary of the Soviet system and the
problems it poses for us.
15. Fediaevsky, Vera and Hill, Patty Smith. Nursery School
and Parent Education in Soviet Russia
,
S. P. Dutton and
Company, Inc., New York, 1936
Description in detail of the nursery school program as
organized in the Soviet Union.
16. Felson, Gregor. Struggle Is Our Brother , E. P. Dutton
and Company, Inc., New York, 1943
Exciting and well-written story of guerilla resistance
against the German invasion.
17. Florinsky, Michael T. Toward An Understanding of the
U.S.S.R
. ,
The MacMillan Company, New York, 1939
A study in government, politics and economic planning
in the Soviet Union.
18. World Revolution and the U.S.S.R
.
,
The MacMillan Company, New York, 1933
A discussion of the conmunist doctrine of world
revolution.
19. Goodall, George. Soviet Russia In Maps * Denoyer-Geppert
Company, Chicago, Illinois, 1942
Contains thirty-two maps showing historical development
of Russia as well as resources, geography and political
development.
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20. Graebner, Walter. Round Trip to Russia , J. B. Lipplncott
Company, New York, 1943
A worthwhile book on war-time Russia.
21. Grossman, Vassili. No Beautiful Nights , Soviet Russia
Today, New York, 1944
A war correspondent's popular novel about a Red Army
unit
.
22. Harper, Samel N. Government of the Soviet Union , D. Van
Nostrand Company, Inc., New York, 1938
Accurate and objective description of governmental
policies and services in the Soviet Union
23. Ilin, M. New Russia's Primer , Houghton Mifflin Company,
Boston, 1931
Describes with simplicity the concepts of the Five-
Year Plan in the building of the new Russia.
24. Information Bulletin . Embassy of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, Washington, D. c.
Published bi-weekly. Sent free upon written request.
25. Iswolsky, Helen. Soul of Russia
,
Sheed and Ward, Inc.,
New York, 1943
A study of Russia's spiritual history presenting the
salient aspects of Russian religious culture and
tradit ions.
26. Johnson, Hewlett. The Soviet Power: The Socialist Sixth
of the World
,
International Publishers, New Y0rk, 1940
A very interesting analysis of the Soviet way of life
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27. King, Beatrice. Changing Man: The Education System of
the U.S.S.R
. ,
The Viking Press, New York, 1937
A survey of the Soviet education system. Deals with
programs at all levels, stressing in particular the
elementary and secondary school.
28. LIFE Magazine, March 29, 1943
Issue devoted to Soviet Union. Well illustrated.
29. Ludwig, Emil. Stalin
,
G. p. Putnam's and Sons, New York,
1942
Excellent study of Stalin, impressions of a long
personal interview.
30. Marie, Grand Duchess of Russia. Education of a Princess ,
Blue Ribbon Books, Inc., New York, 1930
Court life before the Revolution interestingly
described.
31. Maurer, Rose. Soviet Health Care in Peace and War,
American Russian Institute, New York, 1943
The efforts of the Soviet health services to meet
the demands of war.
32. Maxwell, Bertram W. The Soviet Stste
, Steves and Wayburn
,
Topeka, Kansas, 1934
Describes the structure of the Soviet Government and
the relation of the citizen to the state.
33. Meet the Soviet Russians . Bulletin of the Harvard
Graduate School of Education, 1944.
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A very valuable handbook for teachers and students.
Suggested activities and bibliography.
34. Mikhailov, Nicholas. Land of the Soviets, A Handbook
of the U.S.S.R
. ,
Lee Furman, Inc., New York, 1939
Valuable economic geography of the U.S.S.R. Describes
resources, economic development and peoples.
35. Molotov, V. M. The Success of The Five-Year Plan ,
International Publishers, Inc., New York, 1931
A detailed account of the accomplishments of the
Five-Year Plan.
36. Nazaroff, Alexander. The Land of the Russian People
,
J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, 1944
Description of the U.S.S.R. and an interesting his-
tory.
37. Nowak, Frank. Medieval Slavdom and the Rise of Russia ,
Henry Holt and Company, New York, 1930
Brief history of pre-Revolutionary Russia.
38. Papanin, Ivan. Life On An Ice Floe » Julian Messner, Inc.
New York, 1939
Illustrated story of nine months spent in the Arctic
with a Soviet scientific expedition.
39. Pares, Bernard. A History of Russia , Alfred A. Knopf,
Inc., New York, 1944
Complete, detailed history of Russia up to 1944. Con
tains bibliography as well as maps and charts.
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40.
Pratt, Helen, Russia: From Tsarist Empire to Socialism
,
American Council, Institute of Pacific Relations,
New York, 1937
Excellent short history for general reference, par-
ticularly the background of the Revolution.
41, Smith, Edwin C. Organized Labor in the Soviet Union
,
National Council of American-Soviet Friendship, New
York, 1943
Wages, hour 3
,
working conditions, the functioning
of Soviet trade-unions.
42. Sorokin, Pitirim A. Russia and the United States , E. P,
Dutton and Co,, Inc,, New York, 1944
Scholarly discussion of the similarities between the
United States and the Soviet Union.
43.
Stembridge, Jasper H. An Atlas of the U.S.S.R ., Oxford
University Press, New York, 1942
A small pamphlet showing regions, resources, and
industries. Valuable.
44. Stewart, Marguerite Ann. Land of the Soviets
,
Webster
Publishing Company, St. Louis, 1942
Geography, peoples, industry and government interest-
ingly written for school use.
45. Strong, Anna Louise. Peoples of the U.S.S.R ., The Mac-
millan Company, New York, 1944
Vivid descriptions of the various peoples of the
U.S.S.R
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46. Strong, Anna Louise. This Soviet World , Henry Holt and
Company, New York, 1936
A description of the structure of Soviet society by
one who has spent many years in the U.S.S.R.
47. Survey Graphic , February, 1944, Survey Associates,
112 East 19 St., New York
Excellent report on the Soviet Union.
48. The Soviet Union Today : An Outline Study, American
Russian Institute, New York, 1943
A study in outline form of the history and development
of the Soviet Union.
49. Tompkins, Stuart Ramsay. Russia Through The Ages, From
the Scythians to the Soviets , Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
New York, 1940
A very detailed reference on Russian history.
50. Utley, Freda. The Dream We Lost , John Day Company,
New York, 1940
A report of six years of personal experiences presents
an unfavorable impression.
51. Van Loon, Hendrik Willem. The Arts
,
Simon and Schuster,
New York, 1937
Discussion of land and peoples as reflected in Russian
art and architecture.
52. Vernadsky, George. Russian Revolution 1917-1931
,
Henry
Holt and Company, New York, 1932
A valuable book tracing the beginnings of the
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Revolution and the development of the Soviet Union to
1931.
53. Webb, Beatrice and Sidney. Soviet Communism, A New
Civi lization
,
Two Volumes, Charles Scribner’s Sons,
New York, 1938
A thorough analysis of the Soviet Union politically
and economically.
54. Williams, Albert Rhys, 'i'he Russians- -The Land, The People
and Why They Fight , Harcourt, Brace and Company, New
York, 1943
Valuable background information presented in popular
style.
55. The Soviets , Harcourt, Brace and
Company, New York, 1937
A readable reference on all phases of Soviet develop-
ment. Arranged in question and answer form.
56. Willkie, Wendell L. One World , Simon and Schuster, New
York, 1943
Contains chapter on the Soviet Union as part of the
record of the author’s round-the-world flight.
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